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Abstract—Research Objects have the potential to significantly
enhance the reproducibility of scientific research. One important
way Research Objects can do this is by encapsulating the means
for re-executing the computational components of studies, thus
supporting the new form of reproducibility enabled by digital
computing—exact repeatability. However, Research Objects also
can make scientific research more reproducible by supporting
transparency, a component of reproducibility orthogonal to reexecutability. We describe here our vision for making Research
Objects more transparent by providing means for disambiguating
claims about reproducibility generally, and computational repeatability specifically. We show how support for science-oriented
queries can enable researchers to assess the reproducibility of
Research Objects and the individual methods and results they
encapsulate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Publicly funded efforts around the world currently are underway to ensure that computational components of scientific
research can be made “reproducible” or “replicable” [12], [13],
[20], [32]–[34], [41], [45], [46], [50]. The ongoing discourse
about the perceived “reproducibility crisis in science” [8],
[18], [21] is just one illustration of the importance of these
efforts. The energy invested in the wide-ranging debate over
the precise meanings of the terms reproducible, replicable,
transparent, etc. [9], [17], [19], [23], [25], [26], [29], [31],
[43], with respect to research results, processes, and settings
is perhaps an even greater indication of both the significance of
these efforts and the challenges they face. So while each effort
aimed at facilitating reproducible computing in the sciences
must clearly define its mission and apply the bulk of its
resources to the specific problems it sets out to address, these
efforts necessarily do so within the context of broader discussions about the nature, importance, and precise definitions of
the qualities of science we wish to extend to computing over
the longer time scale.
Within a particular effort it is useful to define terms such
as reproducible operationally. For example, in the Whole Tale
project [12], [52] a Reproducible Tale is one that includes
sufficient information for the Tale to be re-executed for the
review and verification of results. Adopting this definition
focuses requirements analysis, system design, and software
implementation efforts on the specific problems Whole Tale
is funded to solve and the use cases it aims to support.

Supporting publishers who request authors to include all new
data, code, and workflows needed to reproduce computed
artifacts supporting claims in a paper is one such use case
targeted by Whole Tale. Facilitating re-execution of code used
to generate key products of a study will enable publishers
routinely to confirm that provided data and code do in fact
produce those results—thereby addressing a key dimension of
the reproducibility challenge currently facing science.
At the same time, it is critical that efforts like Whole Tale
contribute to a global vision of computational reproducibility
in the sciences, and clearly situate their particular missions, use
cases, and engineering deliverables in this context. For while
the particular technical problems these projects aim to address
are particularly pressing, current efforts by no means represent
the entire landscape of concepts, problems, and technical
options that will require further discussion, clarification, and
analysis if we are to meet the challenges of reproducibility. In
particular, current engineering efforts are unlikely to elevate
the computational components of research to the level of
reproducibility historically expected of studies in the pure
natural sciences such as physics, chemistry, and biology.
Consequently, the current generation of efforts to build
reproducility platforms represents just a step towards the kind
of platforms, infrastructure, and standards needed to enable
researchers using computing technology to routinely achieve
the reproducibility long considered the essence of science as a
whole. In support of this longer-term vision, we outline in this
paper a few of the issues we aim to investigate and discuss
with the broader community over the next few years. We
anticipate that future iterations of Whole Tale and its sibling
efforts will be driven in part by the problem definitions and
solution proposals we collectively develop between now and
then.
In the remainder of this paper we briefly discuss five topics
we plan to investigate as part of this research agenda. In
Section II we review the general notion of reproducibility in
science, and in Section III highlight how digital computing
in principle makes possible a completely new kind of reproducibility: exact repeatability. We emphasize that the notion
of transparency—long a critical element of reproducibility in
the pure natural sciences—has a role to play even for those
computational components of research where exact repeatabil-

ity is feasible. In Section IV we provide an overview of several
dimensions of the terminological debate around reproducibility
generally, and propose that a pluralistic approach to defining
key terms is essential if a general concept of reproducibility
is to be shared across disciplines. In Section V we summarize
a number of limitations on exact repeatability in practice, and
in Section VI show how science-oriented provenance queries
can mitigate such limitations by maintaining the transparency
most essential to reproducibility in science. Throughout, we
highlight the role that Research Objects [10] can serve in
supporting and maintaining reproducibility by encapsulating
the information needed to rerun the computational steps in a
study, by disambiguating claims about reproducibility, and by
enabling transparency via queries of provenance information
packaged in the object.
II. R EPRODUCIBILITY IN SCIENCE
Modern science is founded on the expectation that the
observations, experiments, and predictions that comprise scientific research be independently verifiable by others. This
requirement, referred to as the reproducibility or replicability
of science, applies not only to the products of research studies
(substances, results, conclusions, models, data products, predictions), but also to the activities that ultimately give rise to
these products (methods, protocols, workflows); the materials
employed in these activities (reagents, instruments, software);
and the conditions under which these activities are carried
out (temperatures, instrument settings, software parameters,
computing environments) [17], [26]. When sufficient details
are available such that the research products and methods can
be reviewed, interpreted, and evaluated by other researchers
without repeating the work, a study is said to be transparent [17], [22].
While it is true that studies attempting primarily to reproduce previous results are relatively rare in the pure natural sciences [16], even the most groundbreaking studies in
these fields include components that explicitly or implicitly
confirm the reproducibility of previously reported results and
procedures. The expectation is that new studies will reliably
produce meaningful results consistent with previous work
only if the prior work on which they are based or otherwise
relate to is reproducible. In this sense, the whole of basic
research in the natural sciences can be seen as an ongoing,
massively-parallel reproducibility study that also happens to
produce a steady stream of new results. Exceptions to this
pattern occur when studies appear to overturn well-established
understandings of nature [35], violate the expectations of how
research in a particular field is to be carried out, or otherwise
cause controversy [16]. In these cases direct attempts may
be made to reproduce results by duplicating as carefully as
possible the reported methods and conditions described in the
controversial study.
Even when attempts are made specifically to confirm the
reproducibility of particular studies or results, investigators in
the natural sciences generally do not expect the processes and
products of research to be duplicated exactly. The vast majority

of quantitative observations made of real world phenomena
using scientific instruments are associated with limited precision and other intrinsic uncertainties that must themselves
be characterized and well understood for science based on
them to be considered reproducible. It is a hallmark of
trustworthy science that quantitative observations and claims
are inseparable from these uncertainties in measurement and
their propagation through data analysis.
Similarly, the materials and processes employed in the natural sciences generally are impossible to duplicate exactly. In
a chemistry laboratory, the precise quantities of input reagents
will vary, temperatures will differ, and heating or cooling rates
will be unique for each run of a chemical synthesis, no matter
how carefully these conditions are controlled; the yield and
purity of the intended product necessarily will vary as well
from run to run. A similar situation holds when measurements
are made on samples using a scientific instrument. Different
instruments of the same model will vary slightly and produce
slightly different results even under identical conditions on
identical samples. Generally, the original researchers are in
the best position to assess the minimum variation expected
between runs of a synthesis (they have access to the same batch
of reagents and the same equipment), or between repeated
readings of an instrument on the same or equivalent samples
(they can prepare multiple samples at the same time, and can
run these samples through the instrument one after the other).
A researcher attempting to duplicate another’s work can expect
to see greater deviation from the reported results because the
materials and conditions involved will necessarily differ to a
greater degree.
This asymmetry between the original researcher and another
repeating the work is reflected in the longstanding distinction between reproducibility and replicability in experimental biology. In Section III we will examine definitions of
these terms jointly adopted by thirty research societies in
the biological sciences. For now we note that the notion of
replicates, repeated measurements made to quantify experimental variability, is represented by a rich literature [48],
[51]. This literature distinguishes between distinct modes of
experimental replication. The term technical replicates, for
example, refers to repeated measurements performed on the
same sample. These are used to assess the variation intrinsic
to the procedure, apparatus, and instrument employed. Biological replicates represent measurements made on different but
equivalent samples. In practice both generally are performed
by the original researcher under conditions otherwise held as
constant as possible.1
III. C OMPUTATIONAL R EPEATABILITY
In contrast to expectations in the experimental natural
sciences, digital computing makes it possible to repeat exactly
certain computational aspects of research, even by different
1 Generating multiple gigabytes of raw data requiring intensive computational analysis for each replicate, Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) represents just one sub-domain where the reproducibility terminologies in the
natural sciences and in computing unavoidably collide.

researchers using different computers. Indeed, it generally is
expected that computational processes, the implementation
of hardware and software enabling those processes, and the
outputs of those processes all can be repeated exactly by
others—at least in principle. This potential of exact repeatability is unquestionably of enormous value to any field of
research employing computers, and certainly will contribute
to the ability of researchers in every field to reproduce or
build on others’ work. At the same time, there is at least
some risk of this new expectation of exact repeatability being
conflated (consciously or unconsciously) with the longstanding
understanding of reproducibility in the basic sciences. It is
essential that the new concept be kept distinct.
Moreover, while computational experiments and analyses
may be exactly repeatable in principle, in practice the complexities of real-world hardware and software currently make
computational repeatability challenging to achieve in practice
except over limited time scales. Because of the obvious
value that exact repeatability brings when it is feasible, it is
important that we work to expand the fraction of scenarios
in which the computational components of research can be
automatically repeated exactly over ranges of time and space
relevant to scientific research and discourse. These efforts are
particularly important for the research community to pursue,
and for science funding agencies to support, because the
computing industry generally does not have requirements for
exact repeatability across significant spans of time.
However, we emphasize that the concept of exact repeatability is qualitatively different from the concept of reproducibility
that underlies the natural sciences. In particular, scientific
reproducibility is not simply a weaker form of computational
repeatability. Approximating or achieving computational repeatability does not automatically deliver scientific reproducibility.
It is in a sense both bad and good news that exact
computational repeatability is not tantamount to scientific
reproducibility. The disappointing news, perhaps, is that it
is possible to put much effort into achieving computational
repeatability, exact where practical and inexact otherwise,
without delivering the kind of reproducibility that is critical
for producing trustworthy science. The good news is that
scientifically meaningful reproducibility can be realized in
cases (or over spans of time) where computational repeatability
is impractical due to the limitations of available technology or
affordable resources. Thus, the older concept of reproducibility
that permeates the basic natural sciences has a very useful
role even where digital computing makes exact repeatability a
theoretical possibility.
Researchers in the natural sciences are comfortable with
the idea that it is not possible to exactly repeat all reported
observations, procedures, and experimental results. They do
not see this as a contradiction to their demand that science be
reproducible. What the natural sciences actually do demand is
that
1) research procedures be repeatable by others in principle;
2) the means of repeating the work be subject to review

and evaluation; and
3) such review and evaluation be possible without actually
repeating the work.
To be perfectly clear about the third demand: in the natural
sciences it is actually considered a problem if exact repetition
of the steps taken in reported research is required either to
evaluate the work or to reproduce results [40].
Consequently, it is not necessary to achieve or maintain
perfect repeatability of the computational components of research for scientists to consider a study reproducible and
therefore trustworthy. At the same time it is important that
the standards, technologies, computational best-practices, and
infrastructure we develop and advocate in fact support scientific reproducibility. It is not enough, in the long run, to pursue
and support exact computational repeatability where we can,
and to get as close as possible otherwise. Rather, computational repeatability is best seen as a dimension of research
reproducibility orthogonal2 to the dimension of transparency.
It is possible to achieve computational repeatability without
providing research transparency—and vice versa. Moreover,
exact repeatability is not an essential element of scientific
reproducibility in the broadest sense of the term. Transparency
arguably is.
IV. T ERMINOLOGY
What are some specific ways that Research Objects [10]
can help make scientific research more transparent? Many
of the objectives and current capabilities of Research Objects already can be seen as supporting transparency [39].
In the remainder of this paper we propose that Research
Objects can help in additional ways that not just enhance the
transparency of research, but also ensure that transparency
and other key elements of scientific reproducibility can be
achieved, described, and shared meaningfully for all domains
of research—including those that include both experimental
and computational elements.
The first way in which Research Objects can help is by
helping researchers safely navigate the terminological quagmire surrounding the definitions of terms such as reproducible,
replicable, and transparent. A very simple yet important use
case for Research Objects (ROs) could be the declaration of
the senses in which the research study and results associated
with the RO are in fact reproducible, replicable, computationally repeatable, and so on. Before extending or depending
on others’ works, methods, or results in their own studies,
researchers reasonably want to know if that previous work is
reproducible in various senses of the word. ROs can help, not
just be providing a place to make such declarations, but by
preventing misunderstandings of what is meant by particular
terms.
2 In the geometric (not the statistical) sense of the word. Most scripts
associated with a study, for example, likely contribute to both transparency
and repeatability. But not infrequently a particular component of a study
contributes only to one or the other of these dimensions. For example, an
invocation of a web service that operates as a black box can be considered
repeatable but not transparent.

The current debate over the meaning of key terms describing
scientific reproducibility is motivated primarily by a desire
to avoid just such confusion [9], [17], [19], [26], [29], [43],
[47]. The recommendations from the Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology3 (FASEB) [22] cite “lack
of uniform definitions to describe the problem” as one of
the top three factors that “impede the ability to reproduce
experimental results.” The recent report from the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on Reproducibility
and Replicability of Science [17] asserts that “the difficulties
in assessing reproducibility and replicability are complicated
by this absence of standard definitions for these terms.”
The recommendations from these two organizations are
representative of numerous recent studies, papers, and proposed definitions intended to enhance reproducibility by providing a uniform terminology for describing it. The FASEB
recommendations originate in one domain of science while
the NAS definitions explicitly “are intended to apply across
all fields of science.” Given the interdisciplinary character
of modern research—and in particular the ubiquity of computing in science—it is hard to argue against attempts to
facilitate communication about reproducibility across science
as a whole.
What can be surprising to researchers new to this debate
is how many ways the proposed definitions can differ. First,
there is disagreement over which term, reproducibility or
replicability, indicates a greater adherence to the procedures,
material, and methods employed in the original research. The
FASEB definitions4 require from replicability a greater fidelity
to the original study [22, p.3]:
Replicability: the ability to duplicate (i.e., repeat)
a prior result using the same source materials and
methodologies. This term should only be used when
referring to repeating the results of a specific experiment rather than an entire study.
Reproducibility: the ability to achieve similar or
nearly identical results using comparable materials
and methodologies. This term may be used when
specific findings from a study are obtained by an
independent group of researchers.
According to FASEB, replicability indicates a higher degree of
fidelity than does reproducibility, both with respect to the prior
result to be confirmed, and to the materials and methodologies
employed. Replicability also appears likely more feasible for
the original researchers (they presumably have access to the
“same source materials” and are in the best position to use
the “same methodologies”), whereas reproducibility is feasible
for “an independent group of researchers”. Both definitions
may be applied to experimental results, but neither definition
precludes application to in silico experiments or to the computational elements of laboratory studies.
3 FASEB is a federation of thirty distinct scientific societies representing
over 130,000 researchers in the biological sciences [2].
4 In accordance with the terminology around replicates described in Section II.

In contrast, the definitions in the report from the National
Academy of Sciences reverses the relative fidelity implied by
the terms ‘reproducibility’ and ‘replicability’ [17, p.4]:
Reproducibility is obtaining consistent results using
the same input data, computational steps, methods,
and code, and conditions of analysis.
Replicability is obtaining consistent results across
studies aimed at answering the same scientific question, each of which has obtained its own data.
The NAS definition of replicability is most similar to
the FASEB definition of reproducibility. The reversal of the
meanings of these terms between various research domains is
well documented within the NAS report, which in turn depends
on Barba’s comprehensive study of the terms [9].
This aspect of the disagreement over terminologies is in a
sense trivial5 , although the NAS likely is correct in asserting
that the “different meanings and uses across science and
engineering” has “led to confusion in collectively understanding problems in reproducibility and replicability.” Far more
notably, the NAS report does not suggest new terms for
referring to the technical replicates and biological replicates
so important in experimental biology–should biologists adopt
the recommendation of restricting replication to “obtaining
consistent results across studies”.6
An even more intriguing aspect of the NAS definitions [17]
is that experiments not carried out entirely in silico apparently
are left only with the term replicability. Satisfying the NAS
definition of reproducibility requires “computational steps”
and “code”. The report goes on to clarify that reproducibility
“is synonymous with computational reproducibility,” and “the
terms are used interchangeably in this report.” Indeed the
executive summary of the report states not only that “we
define reproducibility to mean computational reproducibility”,
but also that “the committee adopted definitions that are
intended to apply across all fields of science.” The clear
implication is that the term reproducible only can be applied to
the computational components of research. Because this term
is analogous to replicable as defined by FASEB, the NAS
definitions do not provide a vocabulary that would enable
experimentalists to report the intrinsic repeatability of their
own non-computational methods, measurements, and results.
Note that by highlighting these aspects of the NAS definitions of reproducibility and replicability we are not arguing
that the FASEB definitions of these terms are superior. In
5 The NAS report points out that the words reproducibility and replicability
are “interchangeable in everyday discourse.” We note, however, that both the
high-fidelity replication of DNA (in the replisome [49]) and the lower-fidelity
reproduction of organisms are matters of everyday discourse for researchers
who study these processes in nature or employ them in the lab. Furthermore,
we observe a clear analogy between the exacting replication of DNA and
careful replication of measurements and samples in the lab on the one hand;
and on the other hand between the reproduction of organisms where variation
is encouraged in nature (for example through sex) and the reproduction of
scientific results across studies where, again, some variation is both expected
and desirable.
6 The NAS report section Precision of Measurement quotes a portion of the
International Vocabulary of Metrology that twice employs the term replicate
measurement.

particular, we do not propose that the latter definitions be
adopted universally instead. On the contrary, we suggest that
the differences in the content of these (and the many other)
definitions of these two terms likely reflect specific, critical
needs of the researchers and communities that adopt them.
Similarities and differences also appear in definitions and
usages of the term transparency. According to FASEB [22],
transparency is:
The reporting of experimental materials and methods in a manner that provides enough information
for others to independently assess and/or reproduce
experimental findings
while the NAS report [17] states:
When a researcher transparently reports a study and
makes available the underlying digital artifacts, such
as data and code, the results should be computationally reproducible.
Again, the NAS usage of the term assumes that transparency
is associated with digital artifacts. This could be of concern
to those expecting experimental procedures to be transparent
as well.
What is more important, however, is what the two concepts
of transparency have in common. Both definitions imply that
transparency is a desirable component of scientific reproducibility in the broader sense of the term. This shared insight
suggests a role for Research Objects to play in the resolution
of this terminological conundrum. In short, we propose that (1)
ROs provide users with vocabularies for asserting and querying the reproducibility of studies, results, and methods along
multiple dimensions; and (2) that we enable users interacting
with ROs to employ terminologies intuitive to researchers in
their own communities. Namespaces would support multiple
definitions of terms without conflict. Synonym relationships
and other mappings between the vocabularies would enable
reasoning about reproducibility and support assertions and
queries phrased using terminologies selected by the user.
For example, a researcher publishing an RO might assert that the study is reproducible sensu Whole Tale. Another researcher filtering discovered ROs by the property NAS::reproducible would find this study either if
WT::reproducible had been found to imply NAS::reproducible
generally, or if other assertions made by the author about the
RO satisfy the requirements of the latter term in conjunction
with the implications of WT::reproducible.
The same approach could be applied to ROs published
by communities adopting specific procedures for evaluating and verifying computational artifacts. For example, the
American Journal of Political Science (AJPS) has adopted
a policy of verifying quantitative research [14]. ACM SIGMOD has defined procedures for assessing database research
reproducibility [5], [11]. ROs deemed reproducible through
these community-defined workflows could be identified as
AJPS::reproducible:v1.27 and SIGMOD::reproducible, respec7 The AJPS workflow is versioned. See for example https://ajps.org/
wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ajps-quant-data-checklist-ver-1-2.pdf

tively. The ACM additionally awards four different reproducibility badges [7] to publications with artifacts that meet
particular criteria8 . Given that a particular researcher is likely
to depend on or extend results that have been assessed for
reproducibility by different workflows (or different versions
of those workflows), the ability to query the reproducibility
of research products using the definitions and criteria of one’s
choosing is critical if these reproducibility assessment efforts
are to have lasting value.
Capabilities for reasoning about definitions, verification
workflows, and awarded badges in this way also would benefit
emerging reproducibility platforms that target research with
non-computational components. Biomolecular nuclear magnetic resonance (bioNMR) spectroscopy is computationally
intensive, with studies requiring dozens of software tools
for data processing and analysis. The NMRbox project [36]
aims to foster reproducibility of such studies by providing
researchers with access to Xubuntu virtual machines provisioned with more than 100 software tools used by this
community. Each VM image is versioned, stored in its entirety,
and made available long-term to make the software environments, computations, and end-to-end workflows employed in a
particular study computationally reproducible. NMRbox uses
PREMIS [3] to represent and store provenance metadata, and
packages this metadata with processed data and results to
support transparency both of the analysis and of the NMR
experiment itself [28]. Queries probing the reproducibility
of a particular result produced, archived, and shared using
NMRbox necessarily would span claims made both about
the (non-computational) experimental procedures employed,
and the computational analysis performed on the resulting
experimental data.
Going forward, we aim to explore the various terminologies
surrounding reproducibility with the goal of identifying what
might be considered the principal components or perhaps even
the dimensions of scientific reproducibility9 . We could then
determine how various terms and definitions, put forward to
meet the needs of particular research communities, can be
seen as compositions of these shared components. This in turn
would reveal how RO infrastructure should reason about these
terms, and how claims made in terms of one set of definitions
could be converted to claims using another set of definitions.
V. M AINTAINING REPEATABILITY
Another way Research Objects can contribute to scientific
transparency is by clarifying claims about computational repeatability. Just as the overall scientific reproducibility of a
study represented by a Research Object might be described
precisely in terms of individual components required to satisfy
8 The current guidelines for awarding badges provide links to seven past
versions of the guidelines that have been used since 2015.
9 The idea that scientific reproducibility in general might comprise multiple,
independent dimensions is analogous to the claim made by the PRIMAD
model [47] that the information gained from a reproducibility study is related
to—and meaningful only in terms of—the ways in which it varies from
the original study along different dimensions: platform, research objective,
implementation, etc.

particular (namespaced) definitions of reproducible or replicable, additional statements could be made about the various
dimensions of computational reproducibility in particular.
There have long been discussions about packaging ROs
for transparency and reproducibility [15], [24], [42], but less
emphasis has been placed on describing characteristics of the
published ROs. The aim would be for researchers publishing
their work via ROs to be fully aware of the implications of the
claims they make about the computations represented by the
RO. Researchers discovering, evaluating, or using the Research
Object for further research would be able to interpret these
claims unambiguously. The implications for the possibilities of
rerunning, reproducing, or exactly repeating the computations
described in the RO under different conditions would be clear
to all parties.
As discussed above, exact repeatability promises increasingly to be a powerful, new addition to the modern researcher’s
repertoire of reproducibility techniques. At the same time,
there appears to be (possibly growing) confusion over what
is actually possible in terms of computational reproducibility
generally, exact repeatability specifically, and the conditions
required to achieve them in practice.
The fundamental limitations computers impose on the exact
replicability of program executions are well known. At the
lowest level, finite precision arithmetic, differing word sizes
between processors, the effects of round-off errors, and the
implications of choosing between different mathematically
equivalent orderings of operations all have the potential to
impose limits on the replicability of scientific computations
across different computing environments. Virtual machines
and software containers cannot fully address issues at this
level.
The fact that we can expect options such as full-processor
emulation, either in software [44] or on customizable hardware, to provide better guarantees of exact computational
repeatability under more circumstances over time reveals the
true crux of the problem. What we can expect from computers
in terms of reproducibility in general, and exact repeatability
in particular, is changing quickly—and likely will continue to
do so for the foreseeable future. In the case of hiding hardware
differences, time is on our side—or can be if we happen to save
the information actually needed to enable exact re-execution
of our analyses in the future.
In many other cases, time works against repeatability [30].
A Dockerfile that today correctly produces the software environment in which computations were originally performed
may not do so a year from now–if it builds at all. Due to
the dependencies of most scientific software on packages not
bundled with the language compiler or runtime (with these
packages typically depending on other packages, and so on),
the chances of rebuilding or rerunning software equivalent to
that used to produce a result in a Research Object decreases
rapidly with time. Fortunately, time also works for us in
this dimension as well, as new ways of specifying software
environments and archiving dependencies emerge. But again
the issue arises—are we saving the right information to enable

computational repeatability in the future?
What Research Objects can offer here is analogous to
the proposed function of mediating between competing and
contradictory definitions of reproducibility and replicability.
Rather than trying to anticipate all future developments in
the area of computational reproducibility, and representing
computing environments, software dependencies, and machine
information in a way that we hope will be usable by future
technologies, we can take the pluralistic path here as well.
We can characterize the various dimensions in which computing technology currently supports—or fails to support—
exact repeatability; then create mappings from the specific capabilities of existing technologies (Docker [1], Singularity [6],
Jupyter [4], etc) and software stacks (Binder [34], Whole
Tale [52], etc) onto these dimensions. As new technologies that
better (or differently) support computational reproducibility
emerge or gain acceptance, the capabilities of these tools can
be mapped as well; and the common, underlying model can
be enhanced as needed.
The advantage of including such capabilities in Research
Objects is that researchers could be made aware of the implications of the various technologies, programming environments,
and specification standards they choose to use employ. It is
easy to imagine a current-day researcher intending to enable
others to reproduce their computational results by sharing any
custom source code or scripts in a Git repository, along with
the Dockerfile they used to create the computing environment
in which they worked. While this is laudable, and almost
certainly better than nothing, in many cases it is likely the
researcher’s expectations with regard to how these actions will
ensure reproducibility will exceed what is actually the case.
If instead the researcher composed their study as a Research
Object, they could be prompted—by whatever software environment they are using to create the RO—for details about
their precise expectations with regard to reproducibility. They
may then find that a Dockerfile that does not specify the
version of the base image, for example, is not sufficient to meet
their expectations. When faced with the current limitations of
available technology they may choose to archive the Docker
image itself, or even a virtual machine image, while still being
made aware of the limitations associated with these alternative
approaches.
Researchers evaluating an RO similarly could probe its
reproducibility capabilities. One might discover for example
that an RO comes with a Dockerfile that currently references
a non-existent base image. Or that it depends on a software
package no longer available in the Ubuntu Apt Repository.
The archived Docker image referenced in the RO might no
longer be compatible with the latest version of Docker. These
are all challenging issues to discover, debug, and remediate
even for experts in these technologies. Making Research
Objects transparent with respect to their actual reproducibility
capabilities would be a step forward for making the computational components of scientific research reproducible and
transparent.

VI. R EPRODUCIBILITY Q UERIES
Research Objects long have been advocated as vehicles for
sharing the provenance of scientific results and data products [10]. Here we list some ways we see extensions of our
prior efforts in the area of science-oriented provenance queries
enhancing reproducibility and transparency in Research Objects generally.
For provenance management systems, representations, and
user interfaces to support scientific transparency, they must
support science-oriented queries. Provenance must address
questions about the science that was performed—not just the
sequence, dependencies, and flow of data through computational steps. The answers to these questions must enable others
to evaluate the scientific quality of the work, and to learn what
is necessary to reproduce the results without actually repeating
every step taken in the original work. Provenance is key to
enabling researchers to build on computed results reported in
prior work with confidence.
For provenance to serve this function, however, it must be
possible for researchers unversed in the detailed specifications
of Research Objects and the PROV standard [27] to pose questions and receive answers meaningful for evaluating, using,
and building on the processes and products of prior research.
In [37] we provided a number of example queries about a run
of a scientific workflow implemented in Python and marked up
with YesWorkflow [38] annotations. Answers to these queries
revealed the transitive dependencies of particular workflow
outputs on the experimental samples, instrument settings, and
intermediate data products. The queries were phrased in terms
familiar to researchers in the example domain, and demonstrated how provenance queries can be used by scientists to
answer scientific questions about research.
We plan to extend this approach to Research Objects that
support the other capabilities proposed in this paper. Such
queries would allow a researcher to determine not just that
a study as a whole is FASEB::reproducible, for example, but
also that a particular result is NAS::reproducible (which is a
completely different thing). For studies that do not qualify
as FASEB::reproducible as a whole, researchers could discover which results of the study are FASEB::replicable, and
which are not. Where a particular computed result is not
NAS::reproducible, they could pose a query that reveals what
part of the method that produced the result is not repeatable.
Answers to such queries could take available technology
for reproducing computations into account. For example, a
particular result might no longer be NAS::reproducible using
the latest version of Docker.
VII. C ONCLUSION
By combining capabilities for querying transitive data dependencies with approaches we propose in this paper for precisely characterizing the reproducibility of computed results
and data products, we expect to bring the computational components of research studies represented by Research Objects
closer to the level of reproducibility that characterizes the
natural sciences. Such Research Objects would make clear

what studies are reproducible and what methods underlying
reproducible results can be used in future studies. Research
Objects that are transparent in this sense would allow researchers to build on others’ work with greater confidence—
without actually having to rerun another researcher’s study.
This is reproducibility by other means.
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